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Introduction

Secrecy, adopted as a social, shared exercise, came to my attention during the first few days of my 2009 fieldwork. It was not only among Veps, a Finno-Ugric minority of northwestern Russia, that I noticed the behaviour but also often among Russians living in this territory (see Figure 1). As I was getting to know people and they were sharing stories about their lives and daily habits, I regularly heard statements such as: “I will tell you a secret” and “Do not tell anyone. It’s a secret!” During my fieldwork, these remarks occurred frequently (and still do). Such secretive remarks were made by people of different ages, living in both urban and rural settings. However, what appeared to differ is the way that younger and older, urban and rural Veps engaged in concealment practices with oral and written bilingual behaviours (such as code-switching), which also revealed multiple ontological and political dynamics in their language choice.

The Vepsian language is a minority language of the Russian Federation and is classified as seriously endangered by the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Despite language revival efforts that began in the mid-1980s in the Republic of Karelia, the number of Vepsian speakers continues to drop, and the census carried out in 2010 showed that only 3,613 out of 5,936 individuals reported having some kind of competence in their heritage language (Puura et al. 2013, 18; Strogals’chikova 2013). In this northern region, women outnumber men, and they are often the ones to determine the preservation of or change in social behaviours (Strogals’chikova 2008). During my fieldwork, I observed that Vepsian elderly villagers (those older than 60) tended to be bilingual in their own Vepsian dialect and Russian, whereas Vepsian urbanites tended to speak Russian in their daily life and to use Vepsian in those settings where their heritage language is promoted. Vepsian village dwellers often switch between Russian and Vepsian
depending on the existent language ecology. My understanding of language ecology matches that developed by Peter Mühlhäusler (2000) and Mark Garner (2004), who view language use as the result of mutual relations with the main forces present in a place at a specific time. These also comprise language ideologies and attitudes (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994). In other words, humans engage (or not) in communication practices often depending on the place of verbal and/or written interaction (Ahearn 2001; Heath 1983; Sebba 2013; Wedin 2013); on their interlocutor(s) (Ferguson 1959); on the topic of discussion; on prevailing socio-cultural ideologies (Ferguson forthcoming); and so on.² Talking about school education and work, for example, might prompt the use of Russian among Vepsian elderly speakers since this was the language that they mostly spoke in those places; yet they might predominantly speak Vepsian when talking about their daily activities. I should also point out that most of them cannot read or write in Vepsian due to a history of oppression that did not enable them to develop those skills. As a result of the revival efforts and dynamism of this located language ecology, Vepsian code-switching practices have more recently encompassed further domains. Indeed, those Veps who have received an education in Vepsian literacy, mostly urban Veps in their late-twenties and mid-thirties, also engage in code-switching written practices.³ This article discusses the concealment practices of Veps, both in written and oral form, examining whether these practices support or hinder the revival of the Vepsian language. I will present two main dynamics to demonstrate the way that language epistemology and ontology intersect with a vexed political history of ethnic persecution. The word “ontology” here refers to the production of knowledge and its perception while interacting with the environment and other human and non-human agents. The first dynamic refers to those bilingual speakers for whom code-switching into Russian has become a register of avoidance and Vepsian is re-signified as a language of power or sacredness (compare to Debenport 2015; Kulick 1992). The second dynamic shows how the Vepsian language can be used to shield information from Russian monolinguals, which more directly hints at a political awareness of social inequality. These two dynamics—that is, the ontological aspect of secrecy tinted with political shades—have recently found a new expression among younger Veps who now also engage in concealment written practices within social network sites.

I will start the article by providing a description of Vepsian language ecology as well as a historic-political synopsis of the Vepsian revival movement to contextualise relations of power inequality. I will then describe in more depth the way that language ontology and secrecy are embroiled in these complex socio-political relations. This section will be followed by a discussion on the use of Vepsian as a medium of concealment and the revelation of concealment in social media. As a result, I hope this work will contribute to the discussion on new media and language revitalisation (to name a few on this topic, see also Cook 2004; Eisenlohr 2004; Kaplan and Haenlein 2010; Moore and McElroy 2012).

The Research: Vepsian and Language Sustainability

Vepsian traditional settlements occupy a vast area at the periphery of the Republic of Karelia, Leningrad, and Vologda Oblasts (see Figure 1) (Puura et al. 2013). This northern territory is multi-ethnic and multilingual given that Veps, Karelians, Russians, Ingrians, and so on live here, which is one of the reasons why people employ Russian as a lingua franca, particularly in the urban centres.⁴ Together with Finnish, Estonian, Karelian, and others, the Vepsian language belongs to the Finnic subgroup of the Finno-Ugric languages (Puura et al. 2013). It is the easternmost language of this subgroup, with Liv(onian) being the westernmost. There are, reportedly, three main Vepsian dialects—northern, central, and southern—which are all considered to be mutually intelligible (see Figure 1).

The Vepsian language has long been under the scrutiny of academics and policy-makers who have often pronounced it as doomed. Elias Lönnrot, the author of the Kalevala, wrote his dissertation on Veps, “Om det Nord-tschudiska språket” (“On the North-Chudic Language”), in 1853. Even at that point, he declared that Vepsian was a dying language (Strogal’shchikova 2008). Despite this information, some time passed before scholars tried to sustain Vepsian ways of speaking (and writing). I deliberately put “writing” in brackets since Veps used to engage with the world they lived in mostly through verbal interaction. Indeed, the first concrete attempts to codify and standardise Vepsian occurred only at the time of korenizatsiya (Indigenisation), when a group of scholars from the Leningrad Oblast, led by Nikolai Bogdanov, began collecting material on the Vepsian language and created a standard form of the language (Kettunen and Siro 1935; Salminen 2009; Setälä et al. 1951). In 1932 and 1936, the academics published the very first Vepsian textbook and Vepsian primer, respectively, in a Latin-based script, and a total of 53 primary schools and seven secondary schools were also opened (Strogal’shchikova 2008). Indeed, the Soviet aim to reach out to the various ethnic groups to
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eventually form the “Soviet citizen” initially involved the creation of an alphabet and the creation of a standard language, followed by the production of teaching materials (Hirsch 2005; Laine 2001). Under the Soviets the peoples of the North had similar experiences in regard to literacy as they underwent a “glorious beginning in the 1930s interrupted by the war, then a strong continuation in the 1950s, then a drop in the 1960s–70s, and a resurrection in the 1980s, interrupted by the economic crisis of the early 1990s” (Vakhtin 2005, 131). Vepsian writing also had a very short lifespan since it was banned at the peak of Stalin’s terror in 1937.

Scholars and activists rekindled an interest in the Vepsian language a few decades later at the time of perestroika and glasnost. In the late 1980s, a group of young Veps, Ingrians, and Karelians together became interested in the Indigenous peoples of the Republic of Karelia and their heritage languages with the belief that their intervention could prompt and sustain the use of these languages. Their interest and perseverance generated the revival of the Vepsian language and culture. The Vepsian revival movement officially began in 1987 with a festival called Elon pu / Drevo Zhizni (Tree of Life) in Vinnitsy in the Leningrad Oblast. The following year, the activists attracted the attention of the government in Moscow, which enabled them to organise a conference on the linguistic and socio-economic situation of Veps at the Academy of Sciences in Petrozavodsk (Klement’yev, Kozhanov, and Strogal’shchikova 2007). On this occasion, Zinaida Strogal’shchikova (2008) also founded the Society of Vepsian Culture. Thanks to the activities of the society, Veps received the political status of Indigenous peoples in Karelia. The activists had two main areas of operation: on the one hand, they focused

Figure 1: Location of the territory where the Veps live and the main Vepsian dialects (Mullonen 2012)
on the political status of Veps within this multi-ethnic northwestern Russian territory; on the other, they promoted Vepsian heritage language by creating a new standard form. Strogal'shchikova and Nina Zaitseva respectively prompted, and still lead, these two overarching orientations within the movement. They aimed to simultaneously restore village life and sustain Vepsian ways of speaking, adding prestige with the promotion of Vepsian literacy. However, their requests to support village life were turned down by the political administration after the 1988 conference (Klement'yev, Kozhanov, and Strogal'shchikova 2007). The activists also faced an unsurmountable challenge, given that specific verbal interactions are continuously being created and occur mostly in rural areas where people engage orally in their heritage language with that environment and its human and non-human inhabitants. Questions and perplexities related to Vepsian language sustainability remain open, as the director of the Karelian Research Center of the Academy of Sciences in Petrozavodsk, Irma Mullonen, acknowledged during an informal discussion (Siragusa, field notes, 2014).

Inquiring about language sustainability is often viewed as being synonymous with inquiring about the generational transmission of a language. That is, evaluating if a language is sustainable generally means asking whether or not it is passed on from one generation to the next (Fishman 2001). Most worldwide revival programs show that taking this approach has at least two internal implications. First of all, it hints at a structural approach to language, often understood as a system of rules that can be transmitted generationally, and, second, it has a strong focus on the creation of a standard form for educational and publishing purposes (Hinton and Hale 2001; Hornberger 2008; McCarthy 2005). Academic figures, such as Joshua Fishman (2001), have developed best practices and specific sequential steps on how to guarantee the sustainability of a so-called endangered language. Such a course of action is also referred to as language planning. This sequential pattern offers rather strict consecutive steps beginning with the assessment of the language situation, moving into the expansion of language domains of use, and culminating with the minority language being mainstreamed into the education system (Fishman 2001, 466; Hinton and Hale 2001).

Consciously or not, the intervention of Vepsian activists has been greatly tied up with this model and the ideologies at which it hints. This pattern implies that literacy is a step further in the development of a language and that literacy should represent the ultimate goal to secure language sustainability. Admittedly, these ideologies are widely spread also in post-Soviet Russia, where it is often believed that an intervention from the authorities can induce social change and that literacy stands a step above orality in the hierarchy of a language (see also Reznik 2007 and Smith 1998 on the Soviet language politics promoted by Nikolay Marr). The ideological foundations intrinsic to this model are debatable. Indeed, they often disregard language ecology, communicative practices, and language as something that is created together and cannot be removed from life as an abstract system, the local and situated idiosyncrasies, and the economic challenges (Siragusa 2015).

Yet following these steps appears to have in some ways positively contributed to the Vepsian revival efforts. It has brought younger Veps closer to their heritage language, especially those who have grown up in an urban environment. Receiving Vepsian education has inspired some of them to carry on their revival endeavours, and the results have often been surprising. Having acquired knowledge of standard Vepsian, some former students at Petrozavodsk State University have decided to work for the available media channels, such as Vepsian radio and television. Some young Veps promote Vepsian music – for example, the Vepsian folk band, Noid – work for the Finno-Ugric magazine, Kipinä, or the monthly Vepsian newspaper, Kodina, and some conduct research on Vepsian matters at the Academy of Sciences. Admittedly, most of them live in the city and employ Russian ways of speaking to cover more domains in their daily life. Yet some former students move back to the villages and begin teaching Vepsian at the local schools and/or nurseries. This is particularly the case of those northern Vepsian villages, such as Sheltozero, Shoksha, and Rybreka, which obtained the official status of Vepsskaya volost’ (Vepsian district) of Karelia in 1994 (Strogal’shchikova 2008). Furthermore, the research conducted by the students in the villages and in the archives have allowed them to rediscover obsolete words that the language activists later re-introduced in dictionaries and textbooks – such as, for example, izor (dear, favourite) and hangoine (fork) – hence, enhancing cooperation among the different parties involved in the revival efforts and securing the desired generational transmission and expansion of Vepsian domains of use.

In spite of the aforementioned positive results provided by the Vepsian Renaissance, the activists still face undeniable challenges. The economic situation that dominates rural areas has been the main concern – and perhaps this is rightly so. However, the recurrent discussion around difficult economic circumstances and the obstacles provided by denying and/or limiting investment in rural areas will not represent the main focus of my article, although I will make reference to it when
necessary (Danilova 2008; Yakusheva 2008). Instead, I want to focus on other, less visible, challenges that more subtly affect these revival efforts, such as concealment practices. Among Veps, the use of secrecy is often intertwined with dynamics of power, and so I will now move on to discuss how secrecy is used in bilingual practices where speaking Russian becomes a register of avoidance and Vepsian is reinforced as the language of sacredness.

Secrecy and Language Sustainability

In his article “Secrecy,” Graham Jones (2014, 53) provides an excellent synopsis of the literature that has been circulating in anthropology since secrecy became a “paradigmatically anthropological topic.” Therefore, I will not reiterate what Jones has already done but will employ his work as the foundation from which my current analysis stems, as I show how inquiries around secrecy can link to questions related to language sustainability in the terms I have described above. In short, the questions I aim to unpack regard secrecy not only “as a reflection of epistemological and ethical dimensions of cultural anthropology” but also, adding ontological depth, as an engagement with language ecology more broadly (53). Consequently, I intend to demonstrate how secrecy enables us to further disclose the challenges and advancements provided by revival movements within a literacy-orality polarity.

The concept of secrecy already challenges us when trying to define it as a socially shared practice. First of all, as Michael Herzfeld (2009, 135) points out, revealing a secret is paradoxical per se since it “must itself be performed in a public fashion in order to be understood to exist.” Consciously or not, when somebody reveals a secret, they alter its very significance. In fact, a secret can be already revealed physically through gestures and ways of handling one’s body (Herzfeld 2009; Jones 2014; Rhine 2014). Besides this intrinsic paradox, secrecy is ambivalent in that it can provide both social benefits and disadvantages. Adopting secrecy can help regulate relations by creating intimacy and trust among individuals, and yet it can also instigate tensions and cause the breakdown of social and cultural reproduction (Siragusa, field notes, 2013, 2014; Debenport 2010; Ferme 2001). Indeed, employing concealment practices blend together social agreement and disagreement. Given such an entanglement, it is no surprise that secrecy can also act in favour of, or against, language sustainability efforts, as I reveal in the following sections. So, what does secrecy bring together? Concealment practices are interwoven with several genres of speech and non-verbal communication, such as silence, “whispers, rumours, shibboleths, lies, [and] confessions” (Allison 2011; Jones 2014, 57; Vallikivi 2012). Secrecy does not bluntly equal hiding information from a larger audience than the one targeted to share information, but it does draw in taboos, bilingual/plurilingual practices, and literacy-orality polarity in a given language ecology – all of these are highly convoluted in the revival discourse and paradigms of language sustainability. Bearing this in mind, I now present Vepsian rural and urban dwellers and the strategies that they often employ to maintain (but also to challenge) social order through secrecy – at times, matching the goals established by the language activists and, at other times, creating friction with it.

Secret Oral Practices and Language Sustainability

On a sunny and yet chilly summer day in 2010, Irina Baranova and I decided to meet up along the lakeside in Petrozavodsk, right before she departed for her holidays (Figure 2). Her daughter was away in the countryside with her grandmother, Irina’s mother-in-law, and her husband had gone for some training outside of Karelia, all of which enabled her to have some spare time and join me for a cup of coffee. I had met Irina as soon as I arrived in Karelia in 2009. On top of her work, she was then leading a music ensemble, Vepsän Hel’m (Vepsian Pearl) at the Centre of National Cultures in Petrozavodsk. I was part of this ensemble and that is how I met her. Despite our frequent and regular rehearsals, we had not had the chance to get to know each other in much depth, and so, on this occasion, we took advantage of the quiet circumstances and disclosed parts of our life histories and personal objectives to one another.

Figure 2: Irina Baranova at an exhibition on traditional music instruments of Karelia in Petrozavodsk in May 2010 (photo courtesy of the author)
At the time, she was in her early thirties, working as a metodist (pedagogue, methodologist) at the Karelskij Institut Razvitiya Obrazovaniya (Karelian Institute for the Development of Education). She explained that her duties were to inform the teachers about Vepsian, Karelian, Ingrians, and other ways of living, traditions, and music since she was Vepsian herself and had been trained in such matters. Irina is originally from Voylakhka, a central Vepsian village in the Vologda Oblast. Her grandmother, who had just recently died, used to live there, and Irina, as a child and a young woman, used to visit her and spend most of her summer holidays in the village. She explained: “My grandmother could speak Vepsian and she often used it as a secret language, so that I could not understand what she was talking about. It was amazing how she could shift from one language to the other. Shame that she did not want to teach me! I asked her many times, but she insisted that I did not need it.” She continued: “I could understand some words when my grandmother was speaking Vepsian to her friends. But that was still not enough for me to learn it.” In fact, what Irina told me has occurred to many other Veps of her age who were born in, or had moved to, the city with their family and only randomly (often in the summer) visited their grandparents in the village. This should not come as a surprise, given the policies of assimilation that followed Stalin. At the 22nd Party Congress in 1961, Nikita Khrushchev launched the policy of liquidation of the villages without prospects, which hugely affected the rural lifestyle not only of Veps but also of other villagers in Russia (Strogal’shchikova 2008; Yegorov 2006). Many Veps migrated to urban areas, thus leaving remaining villages further apart from each other. However, in the villages, people continued to use their heritage language orally as a form of engagement with that environment, its human and non-human inhabitants, and as a way to feel and share emotions. Here, the children/grandchildren (such as Irina) came in contact with those different ways of speaking and of engaging with the local environment that was obsolete in the city. Some of them expressed interest in rural life and wanted to learn more about it, but many did not, as Irina complained: “You see, I have seventeen cousins and I am the only one who wants to do something with our Vepsian roots. The others do not care. They speak Russian and think that they are Russian!”

It appears that her grandmother’s strategies had proven successful, alas to the detriment of language sustainability. The scholars’ and activists’ desired generational transmission had been abruptly interrupted. More specifically, what was interrupted was the joint creation (and consequent transmission) of a verbal and spontaneous interaction within the situated Vepsian language ecology and not the transmission of standard Vepsian, which the language activists soon developed and started to promote. However, I do not suspect that the actions of Irina’s grandmother (and other elderly Veps) consciously aimed to damage their heritage language. Indeed, paradigms of language endangerment and language death have only recently and partially reached the villages where many rural dwellers are still convinced that Vepsian is widely spoken, even though they do not actively speak it to their own children or grandchildren. Many villagers assert that there are far more speakers than the statistical data show and are rather surprised when they hear otherwise. Strogal’shchikova conducted quantitative research in the villages and confirmed this to me. Some even claim that there are thousands of speakers around the whole territory where Veps dwell” (Siragusa, field notes, 2010).

In fact, the Vepsian villagers have often adopted secrecy and employed concealment practices as a way of protecting and guaranteeing the well-being of their loved ones and certainly would not wish to harm them in any way. Secrecy has become a political action as it was the way of engaging with the local rural ecology; adopting certain ways of speaking as opposed to others has often conveyed positive connotations, aimed at ensuring the safety of the villagers from undesirable events. Vepsian village dwellers tend to believe that speaking their heritage language can influence life events. Vepsian villagers have often adopted secrecy and employed concealment practices as a way of protecting and guaranteeing the well-being of their loved ones and certainly would not wish to harm them in any way. Secrecy has become a political action as it was the way of engaging with the local rural ecology; adopting certain ways of speaking as opposed to others has often conveyed positive connotations, aimed at ensuring the safety of the villagers from undesirable events. Vepsian village dwellers tend to believe that speaking their heritage language can influence life events, and, therefore, they use it very carefully (see also Debenport 2015; Finnegan 2007). A careful (at times, synonymous with secretive) use of Vepsian heritage language encompasses a social engagement among humans and between human and non-human beings, such as the spirits and the animals living in this territory. The Vepsian cosmology comprises several territory masters and hengid (spirits) in which Veps believe thus far, despite occasionally denying it. Most territory masters have a male (iżand) and female (emęg) aspect. The Vepsian word iżand means the master/head/host of the house, and it is found in many of the names of the spirits with which Veps interact, such as mecaižand (the host of the forest), venedižand (the master of the water), pertinižand (the master of the house and land where the house is built), kilbetižand (the head of the Vepsian sauna), and so on (Strogal’shchikova 2008). In Pondala, a Vepsian village in the Vologda Oblast, the rural inhabitants also refer to the territory masters as toine pol’ (the other half), indicating an equal and
respectful relationship between humans and territory hosts (Vinokurova 2008). In order not to upset the territory masters and, most of all, the *hengid*, Veps pay them respect by being kind to the environment that they inhabit, by keeping their land well looked after, their houses tidy and clean, and by refraining from swearing. Aleksandr Makeev, a Vepsian man living in Rybreka in the Republic of Karelia, once smirked as he told me: “We do not curse in Vepsian. There are no swearing words in our language. If we do need to swear, we use Russian words.” His comments emphasise the verbal strategy aimed not to upset the environment in which he and the other villagers live. This also indicates how code-mixing and code-switching between Russian and Vepsian are convoluted in concealment practices. Veps believe that employing their heritage language can have a stronger and more powerful effect on life events and people’s life trajectories, and, as a result, they can appropriately shift into a different mode of speaking, disguising the most powerful and sacred one, protecting themselves and those around them.

Veps tend also to apply a similar speech behaviour in their relations with non-human animals. Their verbal practices often show a twofold relation between humans and animals – one of trust and care and one of carefulness. On the one hand, through specific verbal practices, the villagers aim to protect the animals from unadvisable events and, on the other hand, the villagers perceive some animals as dangerous and explicitly avoid mentioning their names. This polarity in verbal practices echoes the overarching human-animal relations in place among Veps, which tend not to classify the animals as wild or tame. Rather, their classification often depends on the location where the animals usually reside, on their morphological characteristics, and on a symbolism influenced by the arrival of the Christian faith (Vinokurova 2006). Indeed, elements of pre-Christian faith have mixed with Christianity, which reached Rus’ in 988 CE with the conversion of Prince Vladimir and later reached Karelia in 1227 (Shubin 2004; Vikhoreva 2010). This implies that some animals are attributed specific connotations once they have gained a positive or negative reputation and that people engage with them accordingly in their speech and other social behaviours. Snakes, for example, are considered inhabitants of the netherworld, and their presence is believed to bring death to a household (Vinokurova 2006, 159–160). As a result of this belief, people prefer not to kill snakes as it would not be auspicious. Instead of killing them, any snakes found near houses are taken far away by villagers (Siragusa, field notes, 2013). If someone has been bitten by a snake, however, the villagers pursue help from the local *tedai* (the one who knows) or the *noi’d* (sorcerer), who can perform an enchantment (*puheg*) to save the individual from death (Siragusa, field notes, 2013–15; Arukask 2002).

Vepsian rural dwellers tend to ask for the help of the *tedai* for several reasons, such as choosing the land upon which to build their house, healing someone who has fallen ill, finding lost animals (often cattle in the forest or swamp), and protecting someone from the evil eye.7 I was kindly read a *puheg* against snake bites during my fieldwork in Kurba, a central Vepsian village in the Leningrad Oblast in the summer of 2013. During the *puheg*, the *tedai* does not mention the snake directly but refers to it as *tähkjerêine per-pereine*, where the first word has no meaning and the second means that there is something behind the person who speaks (Siragusa, field notes, 2013). A researcher of Vepsian at the Academy of Sciences and a teacher of Vepsian at Petrozavodsk State University, Ol’ga Zhukova, helped me to translate and interpret this phrase. She further commented that *tähkjerêine per-pereine* could also mean a nest of snakes. Indeed, Veps often avoid calling unfavourable animals by their name as this might turn against them. Instead, they can employ descriptions or paraphrases to address these animals. For example, villagers will call a bear *kâps*, sur’ oc, *mecizan*, or *bukać*, (paw, big forehead, master of the forest, or beech).8 Unsaid words, therefore, aim not to disrupt the allegedly regular course of life events and not to harm the environment as well as its residents. Whether or not they are efficacious is not the point of my research but, rather, how concealment practices have long aimed to protect people and the land in which they live and to which they relate (Piliavsky 2011).

Protecting loved ones by means of spoken (or unspoken) language became a necessity during Stalin’s terror and in the years following. In the summer of 2013, I visited Nemzha, a central Vepsian village in the Leningrad Oblast. This is where I met Liudmila Ivanova (pseudonym).9 On a sunny afternoon, we sat together in her kitchen, and I listened as she recollected memories from her youth. She was now in her mid-seventies and remembered how in her youth her father was sent to Yakutia and never made his way back to the village. She disclosed: “They said he was a rich man and for this reason they took him away. How rich could he possibly be! We were just peasants. Yes, we had our cows … in fact, they took another man who was living nearby. Well, they took everyone, every man!” I was told similar stories on several occasions. Some of the elderly villagers revealed how they themselves were deported or simply had to relocate to some remote village...
in the southern or eastern parts of the Soviet Union before coming back to this northwest region and resettling. Nonetheless, upon their return, people were not allowed to resettle in the village where they were born and/or had lived; they could only relocate somewhere else in the Republic of Karelia, Leningrad, or Vologda Oblasts (Siragusa, field notes, 2010, 2013). People began employing their heritage language carefully in the presence of others because they felt that speaking it could cause harm and injure their relatives and the other co-villagers. They feared that speaking their own language would put them in the spotlight and highlighting their differences, showing them to be people who did not conform to the desired Soviet citizen.

Indeed, as we were travelling back from a festival in Oshta and driving through Sheltozero, Marina Ershova (pseudonym) pointed out her native village to me. When she was little, however, she moved to Vladivostok with her family and could only return to Karelia in 1964. While her parents were fluent speakers of Vepsian, she admitted finding Russian easier, given that since her childhood she had used it among her circle of friends and acquaintances. She explained that her parents used to employ Vepsian as a “pocket language” while they were living in Vladivostok, so that people could not understand what they were talking about. This linguistic strategy applied particularly to discussions around family matters, the economy, and so on. People often employed such precautionary measures as a way to guarantee their safety in all spheres of life. Unmistakably and understandably, sustaining certain ways of speaking was not a priority for those who endured deportation, war, and hunger. These people’s first concern was to protect their families from the risk of being deported and disappearing or from being ridiculed for their way of speaking, as was often the case even among Veps (Siragusa, field notes, 2010, 2013).10 In Pondala, Larisa Baburova (pseudonym) described how she went to school in Kuya, which is located many kilometres from her home village. As opposed to Pondala, which is surrounded mostly by forest and swamps, Kuya stretches along a lake, and, in the summer, many snakes make their way into the inhabited areas. Due to the frequency of snakes in this area, people have developed a different vocabulary to talk about them than that which is used in Pondala (Siragusa, field notes, 2013). At first, the children who came from Pondala to Kuya to study were not familiar with such a lexicon and were often mocked by their schoolmates as a result.

In short, for the elderly bilingual villagers, engaging in concealment practices has often meant shielding co-villagers and family members from danger and harm. The use of secrets encompasses bilingual strategies—that is, Veps often hid Vepsian away and openly spoke Russian as a less powerful language when dealing with spirits and non-human animals. They also employed Vepsian when sharing secrets and discussing topics that they did not want to be overheard by others. For many years, elderly Veps have not had to employ such strategies, and this has been detrimental to language reproduction and sustainability. This is partially due to the fact that paradigms and discourses of language sustainability have only randomly and recently made their way through to the villages. It is also due, however, to the fact that some elderly Veps generally look suspiciously at anything that comes from the city and the policymakers. Some villagers still question Vepsian education at school and are unsure of its benefits. They experienced Vepsian schooling in the early 1930s, and, after its abrupt ban in 1937, they were then punished for speaking it in class, during the breaks in the corridors, and generally among one another (Siragusa, field notes, 2010, 2013, 2014). Unsurprisingly, they demonstrated resistance and suspicion toward the activities of the administration in the city and its agenda. However, those young Veps who have benefited from Vepsian schooling and education at university have developed a different perception of the revival endeavours and have turned their recently acquired knowledge of Vepsian language to their advantage, as I intend to show in the next section.

**Concealment in Vepsian Literacy and Language Sustainability**

Upon my arrival to Petrozavodsk in 2009, my first acquaintances encouraged me to take part in the activities of the Centre of National Cultures, in the classes of Vepsian at the Finno-Ugric school, and at the Department of Finno-Ugric Languages at Petrozavodsk State University – all of which are situated in the city centre. I followed their advice, which proved to be a resourceful strategy, enabling me to open new doors for my research.11 I planned to generate a discussion around Vepsian use and revival by investigating bilingual practices, and so, during my first visits to these local institutions, I asked the students, activists, and teachers to participate in a language network exercise that I had developed before leaving for my fieldwork. The exercise invited them to reflect upon their bilingual communication practices, both in terms of speaking and writing activities. The idea was that they could draw several mind maps indicating a set of relations with their family members and other people during their daily activities in shops, schools, work, and so on (Figure 3).
On 2 December 2009, I visited the fifth-year students of Vepsian, as previously arranged with their teacher, Ol’ga Zhukova. In the Vepsian classroom, I faced a group of six students in total, all of whom were girls (Figure 4). I presented the language network exercise, and they consented to complete their task, carefully indicating what language they employed when writing text messages to their friends on their mobile phones or on VKontakte (a Russian social network site equivalent to Facebook), when calling their grandparents, and when interacting among one another (Figure 3). Their practices showed uniformity; they mostly used Russian in their verbal practices and some Vepsian to greet and text their classmates or those they considered to be close friends. The choice to use Vepsian to greet someone with a text message indicated the desire to create a closer bond with the person to whom they were writing, who did not necessarily know the language. Thanks to modern technology, for these students Vepsian has become an inclusive and iconic language that can also reach out to those who would normally only speak Russian (McIntosh 2010, who makes similar remarks on the use of Kigirama). In fact, this example reverses the status quo, which assumes the Vepsian language is backward compared to Russian, which is often associated with civilisation and culture (see also Eisenlohr 2004, 32). By adopting one of the most recent technological and advanced tools in the history of civilisation, the mobile phone (and I will soon show that this applies also to the computer), the students demonstrated that their language was up to modern standards. Here, Vepsian is not inferior to Russian anymore, since it has an alphabet that enables its use on the mobile phone and computer. The students, and Vepsian youth in general, write in Latin characters both when they employ Russian or Vepsian, often because it is cheaper not to employ Cyrillic characters (see also Horst and Miller 2006, 27–29; McIntosh 2010, 341). When writing in Vepsian, they do not need to adjust the Cyrillic characters, as they often do when writing in Russian and employing Latin
characters (for example, the Cyrillic character “у,” “ч” is often represented by “4” in text messages, due to their similar graphic appearance) (see also Crystal 2008, 124). In this context, Vepsian iconicity appears to be surpassing that of the Russian language as it indicates a proximity with other civilisations where Latin characters are used.

I soon discovered that there was one secret that the students had not revealed to me on their mind maps but that they disclosed orally to Ol’ga Zhukova as they were leaving the room. This was interesting because she was standing right next to me and so I could have easily heard them (and, in fact, did). However, I suspect that this was also their (sub)conscious intent since they did not object when Ol’ga Zhukova openly said: “Did you hear that? They write in Vepsian on VKontakte, so that people do not understand what they are talking about. They use it as their secret language among those belonging to their kruzhok (little circle).” At first, I thought that Ol’ga was referring to messages that people can send privately on VKontakte (just like on Facebook). However, as the students added me on to their pages on VKontakte, I soon realised that they also employed this bilingual strategy on their public walls – that is, their “hidden” messages were disclosed to the public. All of a sudden, I found myself drawn into concealment practices that involved the use of Vepsian literacy as a means to share secrets by employing new technologies and trendy social network sites.

Thus, to answer Susan Cook’s (2004, 104) question – “do communication technologies change the way people speak/write, or do these media reflect established patterns and norms of verbal interaction?” – the behaviour of the students conformed to what David Crystal (2001, viii) has already stated: “If the Internet is a revolution, therefore, it is likely to be a linguistic revolution.” However, more than a sudden and dramatic revolution, such linguistic behaviours reflect a continuous negotiation with the present ecology where youth contribute to social change in small, often almost invisible, steps.

The students only partially revealed their “secrets,” bringing to the surface a subverted Vepsian-Russian polarity (on similar considerations on race, see Kolko, Nakamura, and Rodman 2000). This secretive use of the language touched on inclusion/exclusion practices of bilingual writers, where one language is used to discriminate between others. However, this practice turned the usual unequal, accepted bilingual dynamics upside down, since it was usually the speaker of Vepsian who would shift into Russian ways of speaking to accommodate the other interlocutor(s). Writing in Vepsian, in this instance, did not diminish its power, as was the case in New Mexico, described by Erin Debenport (2015, 13). Instead, what the students were doing broadened the domains of the language and added to its social value. Besides, such a practice involved the application of new technologies among youth, such as the computer and VKontakte, which empowered Vepsian literacy.

As Aslihan Akkaya (2014, 285) notes, “it is social actors/performers who mediate and negotiate (deploy and play with) various ideologies and semiotic resources in a given discursive encounter to accomplish artful performances,” along with powerful socio-political connotations. Interestingly, the young students were all female, contradicting Lindsay Shaw and Larry Gant (2002) with regard to gender differences in information behaviour. Nonetheless, this is not surprising among Veps, where women outnumber men and are often the ones to determine social change.

Finally, the students also demonstrated independence in the promotion of Vepsian and did not rely on the momentum of the late 1980s movement. This last aspect appears to be of particular relevance as the literature has often criticised the adoption of new technologies in the promotion of a minority language. The main criticism is that the language activists and the population tend to rely on new technologies and transfer to them the full responsibility for the preservation of their heritage language (Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1998, 70; Eisenlohr 2004, 35–36). Rosemary Henze and Kathryn Davis (1999, 3–4) stress the importance of owning the media and using it for the promotion of language. In the case I have described, the students demonstrated that by adopting new technologies languages do not “die” but, rather, they continue to change and adjust to the ecology as life goes on. More recently, a young Vepsian activist from Sheltozero in the Republic of Karelia, Anna Ankhimova, has also been leading a project called Tervhen tulda vepsan male (Visiting the Vepsian Land), where she has developed interactive programs for iPads and iPods to learn Vepsian words, phrases, and common expressions as well as traditional ways of living in the countryside. Similarly, other Vepsian activists in their late twenties and early thirties are now promoting their heritage language on the radio, television, newspapers, and artistic films and documentaries.

The dichotomy of inclusion and exclusion encompasses a set of multiple relations co-evolving in social life that concern “the dynamic process of being shut out, fully or partially, from any of the social, economic, political or cultural systems which determine the social integration of a person in society” (Walker and Walker 1997, 8). Specifically, I am referring here to processes of partial inclusion/exclusion since the Vepsian youth allowed their readers to have access to their secrets, given that they wrote on their public walls on VKontakte,
but they appeared to voluntarily discriminate between their readers since the messages were written in what appeared to be a "secret code" that only a few could decipher. Indeed, they did not translate what they were discussing into Russian, which usually happened in the presence of a non-speaker of Vepsian. In doing this, the students demonstrated the ability to turn secrecy from a social weakness into a strength through the use of the Vepsian written form. They displayed a skill that others did not possess and were proud of it, and they did not feel the need to hide it. Power relations of inequality were reversed in this case since those who generally dominated the public space linguistically were now marginalised and those who were forced to hide or to be ashamed of their knowledge of the Vepsian language could now freely demonstrate the ability to be proficient in it (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994, 56). As Jones (2014, 54) states, "secrets produce value through both the exclusion of outsiders and the inclusion of insiders." Through antipodal concealment practices, the students, and Vepsian youth in general, gained confidence (Luhrmann 1989), produced trust within their close circle of friends (Kaplan 2014), and, overall, actively and positively engaged with Vepsian literacy. Hence, they demonstrated the ability to sustain Vepsian through personal and social emotional empowerment strategies and in their ability to create new domains of Vepsian, thanks to newly acquired written skills.

Secrecy can therefore be interpreted here as being regenerative of Vepsian communicative practices (in this case, written), thanks to the emergence of new technologies. New domains are being created that correspond to new ways of engaging and interacting with the contemporary and always dynamic language ecology. Furthermore, the result appears to be counter-hegemonic, in that Vepsian gains a higher position in the hierarchy of languages, reinforcing its social prestige and increasing possibilities for its dynamic and interactive sustainability. Indeed, concealment appears crucial in the discourse around language sustainability when it is understood as a practice taken in order to subvert unequal social relations and to reinforce more prestigious social positioning of communicative practices. In this sense, language sustainability is tightly interwoven with secrecy as an ontological practice and can be assessed as successful not only because of its generational transmission but also because of its lively, dynamic, situated interaction with the overarching ecology in which people manifest language.

**Conclusion**

While not neglecting the complexity of other socio-economic factors that hinder language revival movements, this article has focused on secrecy and the paradigm of language sustainability. Specifically, it has demonstrated how concealment practices are already complexly intertwined with models of language sustainability due to their intrinsic paradoxes. Indeed, secrecy touches upon taboos, bilingual practices, and a literacy-orality polarity in a dynamic, situated, and interactive language ecology in which people dwell. This has involved showing how Vepsian urbanites and villagers have engaged in concealment practices and how these have matched (or not) the goals set by the Vepsian revival activists. In some cases, the practices appear to support and advance the revival efforts, while other instances appear to create friction with the revival movement. The situation appears less than straightforward since urban and village residents, as well as younger and elderly Veps, display multiple and varied relations toward the Vepsian revival as well as toward the environment and language ecology in which they dwell.

Elderly Veps, mostly inhabiting rural areas of northwestern Russia, tend to speak, and not to write,
Vepsian. In this territory, Veps have developed a strong verbal connection with the environment, which encompasses humans, spirits, and non-human animals. Most of these Veps did not receive Vepsian education, and, if they did, this might have not lasted long because of the ban on Vepsian literacy in 1937, when they were children. Verbal interaction and socialisation also comprises concealment practices. It comes as no surprise that the elderly villagers employ concealment toward the spirits, which they believe live in the same territory as human and non-human animals; they use taboos, paraphrases, and bilingual strategies to secure their safety and guarantee the maintenance of social balance. Ensuring safety for loved ones and co-villagers became a necessity during Stalin’s terror and the years following when subtle, but efficient, policies of assimilation were implemented. These behaviours only partially support revival goals and efforts due to resistance to Vepsian education, among other policies that emerge from, or are oriented to, urban environments.

Contrary to the situation of elderly Veps, Vepsian urban youth have grown together with the revival movement and have developed a deeper relationship toward Vepsian standard form. For this reason, they can more freely and independently engage with Vepsian literacy and turn it to the advantage of the Vepsian revival. In particular, they have combined concealment and literate practices, overturning dominant relations of power in the multi-ethnic territory in which they live. This has been possible, in part, due to the employment of new technologies, such as mobile phones, computers, and social networking sites, which have enabled young Veps to advance Vepsian literacy, increasing the hierarchy of the language. Partial dynamics of inclusion/exclusion have provided Vepsian ways of writing with prestige and social idiosyncrasies. In this sense, they have also displayed, consciously or not, agency toward language sustainability since they have created space for new domains for the use of Vepsian.

To conclude, this article has shown how relations between secrecy and language sustainability can be multilayered and complex. They can engage with the overarching language ecology while also hinting at different areas and ways of engaging with the language. The aim of this work has been to go beyond the usual discussion of economic influences on the Vepsian revival movement to examine more subtle, and yet still pertinent, factors that influence it.
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Notes

1 I translated most passages from Russian. If otherwise, I will state it.
2 These observations are often applied to bilingual (and plurilingual) speakers, and, in this sense, Veps are no exception (see Aikhenvald 2003; Auer 1998; Rubino 2014; among others).
3 On literacy and bilingual practices, see also Sebba (2013).
4 Ingrians are Russian citizens with Finnic ancestors who moved to the territory around St. Petersburg in the 17th century.
5 The list of minority peoples of the North, Siberia, and the Far East comprises native peoples of Russia, counting less than 50,000 members. Evens, Itelmens, Khanty, Koryaks, Nenets, and Sami are just an example of those included in the list.
6 Debenport (2015, 5) illustrates how the elderly may strategically use the vernacular in front of the youth, but, in this case, the elderly want show them the importance of learning their heritage language. A similar description of bilingual practices is also given by Kallick (1992, 216).
7 Although, in his description, the lingua franca becomes sacred and not the vernacular.
8 These terms are taken from the Vepsian film Životad vepšiažiden elos [Animals in the Life of Veps], directed by Vladimir Slavov and Larisa Smolina, 2008.
9 I have employed pseudonyms where I consider the topic sensitive and/or if using real names will put the person with whom I interacted at risk. Some discussions took place spontaneously and informally, and I did not receive consent on whether I could make direct reference to the person when reporting their story.
10 On the employment of concealment for pragmatic reasons, yet causing confusion and ambiguity, see also Throop (2010, 155–156).
11 On the unpredictability that the researcher might face, especially at the beginning of his or her fieldwork, see Blommaert and Dong (2010).
12 The use of the concealment written practices that I am describing differ from the one Debenport (2015, 40) describes in regard to the production of dictionaries in Indigenous New Mexico, where “dangerous” and “secretive” practices are (but should not be) revealed through the written medium. However, her overarching analysis on the concealment practices in New Mexico as a way to control the circulation of information matches this strategic language use by the Vepsian students.
13 Nonetheless, I should point out that those Vepsian elderly villagers who have knowledge of oral enchantments do not reveal them until they reach old age and want to pass this knowledge to someone younger. The reason for this is that they believe that such words once revealed would lose their power and capacity to influence life events. Codified Vepsian for the elderly is often perceived as a different way of speaking, and they do not relate closely to it and its social power.

14 On linguistic innovation by means of the computer, see Glowka, Melanieon, and Wyckoff (2003); Baron (2002).

15 See also Herdt (1990) and Jorgensen (1990) on concealment practices as culturally regenerative.
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